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New intelligent toothbrush technology will help you to take good care of your teeth. It will offer you guidance to ensure your brushing is effective, each time you brush your teeth. The product includes a motion sensor and a microcomputer that will analyze your brush movements and show you how to keep your teeth clean.

LED DISPLAY

Green LED light = accepted result / clean teeth
Red LED light = not accepted result / brush again / or start here

The LED lights of the toothbrush refer to the corresponding quadrants of your mouth. When you look at the toothbrush in your hand (respectively), the quadrants are as follows;

Q1 lower left > start
Q2 lower right > second
Q3 upper left > third
Q4 upper right > last

(start here)

New motion sensor technology compares each brushing to the target and lets you know when you have reached it.
DAILY USE

1. Press the button for one (1) second. One LED (Q1) blinks red. Toothbrush is now ready for use.

2. Start brushing from Q1 (lower left). Brush carefully all three (3) surfaces of the quadrant (outer, inner and biting surfaces). The unique technology recognizes the surfaces and analyzes your brush movements.

3. When the LED’s color changes to green, press the button less than one (1) second. You will notice that the LED of quadrant Q2 is now blinking red, so you should brush that quadrant next.

4. The blinking LEDs will guide you through the brushing procedure showing each quadrant in turn, Q2 (lower right), then Q3, and Q4. Brush each quadrant carefully.

5. Finally, when the LED of Q4 turns green, press the button once more so that it stops blinking. You will now see that all LED lights are blinking green three (3) times. Congratulations! Your brushing result is perfect. Well done!

6. Your brush will automatically switch itself off when not used.

NOTICE

If a LED is red during brushing, you should continue brushing! If a LED is still red after brushing (Q1, Q2, Q3 or Q4), you can re-brush an unaccepted quadrant until the red LED turns to green. By pressing the button, you can decide the brushing order of quadrants.

New motion sensor technology ensures that you remember to brush all quadrants and all surfaces, including back teeth and gum lines.
THE MAIN FUNCTIONS

Press button | Function
-------------|------------------
1 second     | to start brushing
2 seconds    | to see previous brushing result
4 seconds    | to switch off
10 seconds   | display shows ten (10) latest brushing results

PREVIOUS BRUSHING RESULTS

Press the button for two (2) seconds and the display will show the previous brushing result. Press the button for ten (10) seconds and the display will show up to ten (10) last brushing results by blinking LEDs. This way e.g. parents/dentist can check the brushing history of their children/patient easily.

SWITCHING THE BRUSH OFF

You can interrupt the operation of your toothbrush at any time by pressing the button for four (4) seconds. The toothbrush will switch off.

YOUR PREFERRED BRUSHING ORDER (DAILY USE)

The brush will not accept a careless brushing, so make sure you are really thorough. Children should be assisted by a parent. Don’t forget to brush your back teeth and gum lines too.

This instructions booklet describes the brushing order of starting from Q1, then brushing Q2 and Q3, and finally Q4. You can, however, freely decide in which order you prefer to brush your teeth. By pressing the button repeatedly, you can select which quadrant you wish to brush first - and next. For best result, consult a dentist or a dental hygienist to show you the proper brushing technique.